For more than four decades, plasma process and equipment development have been complemented by a concerted effort to employ simulation and theory to their design and analysis. Simulation technology has advanced from predictions of the electron energy distribution function and plasma chemistry to multidimensional simulations of plasma equipment. Progress in surface topography evolution models and sub-surface property prediction has been similarly impressive. The result is the wide adoption of simulation science and technology by semiconductor manufacturers and their capital equipment suppliers. Still, deploying modeling and simulation for prototyping, equipment physics analysis, process development, and continuous improvement faces challenges. The pace of introduction of new materials and ever more stringent requirements placed on process by devices are not amongst the least of the reasons. Gaps in understanding of plasma and plasma-surface chemistry are usually at the heart of any barrier. This presentation will illustrate successful applications of integrated (equipment to feature) plasma process modeling and simulation. We will also examine the emerging role of quantum chemistry simulations and molecular dynamics in closing the chemistry gap. Examples of advances in the modeling of microwave and capacitively coupled plasmas will round out the talk.
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